Cool off your wallet with Quantum ActiveScale Cold Storage.

NO egress fees
NO API fees
NO delete fees
NO access fees

Reduce your cloud storage costs up to 60% with Quantum!

Let Quantum help you build your own cloud storage resource to overcome the unpredictable costs and limited access to your data resources hosted in public cloud storage. Retain your data’s ownership, security, and sovereignty affordably, with fast, easy access to all of your data.

ActiveScale™ is an award-winning enterprise object storage solution uniquely designed for both active and cold data for:

- unstructured data management
- data analytics and AI workloads
- active archiving
- long-term retention and protection of massive data sets
- data consolidation across your entire organization

ActiveScale Cold Storage is available as an appliance or as a fully managed as-a-Service solution.

Let’s talk about how we can help you reduce your monthly cloud storage bill by up to 60%. Email us at ActiveScaleColdStorage@Quantum.com.